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ABSTRACT

A weak instability mode, associated with phase-locked counterpropagating coastal Kelvin waves in horizontal
anticyclonic shear, is found in the semigeostrophic (SG) equations for stratified flow in a channel. This SG
instability mode approximates a similar mode found in the Euler equations in the limit in which particle-trajectory
slopes are much smaller than f /N, where f is the Coriolis frequency and N . f the buoyancy frequency. Though
weak under normal parameter conditions, this instability mode is of theoretical interest because its existence
accounts for the failure of an Arnol’d-type stability theorem for the SG equations. In the opposite limit, in which
the particle motion is purely vertical, the Euler equations allow only buoyancy oscillations with no horizontal
coupling. The SG equations, on the other hand, allow a physically spurious coastal ‘‘mirage wave,’’ so called
because its velocity field vanishes despite a nonvanishing disturbance pressure field. Counterpropagating pairs
of these waves can phase-lock to form a spurious ‘‘mirage-wave instability.’’ Closer examination shows that
the mirage wave arises from failure of the SG approximations to be self-consistent for trajectory slopes * f /N.

1. Introduction

Kushner and Shepherd (1995a,b) and Kushner (1995)
have derived Arnol’d-type linear and nonlinear stability
theorems for shear flows obeying the semigeostrophic
(SG) equations (Hoskins 1975), using SG wave-activity
conservation laws. These theorems fail to apply when
the shear is horizontal and anticyclonic and when lateral
boundaries are present, implying one of two possibili-
ties. The first is that the flow is stable, but not provably
stable by Arnol’d’s method; the second is that the flow
is unstable. In section 2 of this note we show, at least
for constant shear, that the second alternative holds. The

* The Centre for Atmospheric Science is a joint initiative of the
Department of Chemistry and the Department of Applied Mathe-
matics and Theoretical Physics.
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flow is unstable via a normal-mode instability that, un-
der conditions commonly of interest, is exceedingly
weak and spectrally confined. This SG instability is
physically realistic in the sense that it closely resembles
a similar instability mode of the Euler equations, for
appropriate parameter values. It represents a destabili-
zation of an otherwise stable anticyclonic shear flow by
the presence of lateral boundaries. Mathematically, the
theory is like the Eady theory of baroclinic instability,
in which a vertical shear flow is destabilized by the
presence of lower and upper boundaries. Physically, the
instability can be interpreted in terms of phase-locked,
counterpropagating coastal Kelvin waves (section 4).

The SG instability is physically realistic when the
particle-trajectory slopes are sufficiently shallow. When
the trajectory slopes are steepened by increasing |k/m|,
where k is the horizontal wavenumber and m is the
vertical wavenumber, the SG instability ceases to be
physically realistic. In the limit |k/m| → `, the SG in-
stability becomes a wholly spurious instability, an ar-
tifact of the approximations in the SG equations (though
still part of what is relevant to the question of SG
Arnol’d stability). This finding prompts a more general
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FIG. 1. Graphs of coth(k
*

/2), tanh(k
*

/2), and ek
*

/2 for e 5 1 and
e 5 0.2, showing in particular the exponential smallness of the in-
stability window as e → 0 (sloping line rotating clockwise).

analysis of the SG equations’ accuracy in representing
neutral boundary-trapped waves over possibly steep
topography (section 3). That analysis shows, in partic-
ular, that the spurious instability solution for |k/m| → `
can be attributed to the phase locking of counterprop-
agating pairs of neutral waves that are likewise artifacts
of approximations in the SG equations. In the case of
a vertical wall, these neutral waves have zero particle
motion though nonzero disturbance pressure, an inter-
estingly bizarre consequence of the inconsistency of the
SG approximations in the regime considered. For this
reason we call these waves ‘‘mirage waves,’’ and the
associated instability a ‘‘mirage-wave instability.’’

2. Horizontal-shear instability in the presence of
lateral boundaries

Consider the shear flow ũ 5 ũyy with constant hor-
izontal shear ũy , between two walls at y 5 6L/2 in a
Boussinesq, stratified fluid with constant buoyancy fre-
quency N on an f plane, with |ũy| , f , N. This flow
has constant potential vorticity. We focus on barotropic
effects and so take the fluid to be unbounded vertically
as well as in the alongstream direction. The flow is
provably stable for cyclonic but not for anticyclonic
shear, according to the SG stability theorems men-
tioned in the introduction. We assume anticyclonic
shear, ũy . 0, and look for normal-mode instabilities.
Note that this flow would be provably stable under the
SG equations if one or both of the bounding walls were
absent.

The linearized SG equations are given in the ap-
pendix. From (A.1)–(A.5) it may be shown that the
disturbance satisfies

2p9 f p9yy zzp9 1 1 5 0, (2.1)xx 21 2 ũ / f Ny

where p9 is the disturbance pressure and suffixes denote
derivatives. This corresponds to the vanishing of the
disturbance potential vorticity, as can be shown from
the equations in Hoskins (1975). From (A.1), the bound-
ary condition of no normal flow at each wall implies

5 at y 5 6L/2,D̃p9 fp9y x (2.2)

where D̃ 5 ] t 1 ũ]x.
Solutions of the form

p9 5 p̂(y) exp{i(kx 1 mz 2 vt)}, (2.3)

with 0 , k , `, are substituted into (2.1)–(2.2). The
resulting equations are nondimensionalized by scaling
lengths y and 1/k by the cross-channel width L, height
1/m by fL/N, velocity ũ by the cross-channel velocity
difference U 5 ũyL, and time t by L/U. Nondimension-
alized quantities will be denoted by subscript ‘‘*.’’ With
the Rossby number defined as

e 5 U/( fL) 5 ũy/ f, (2.4)

the nondimensional equation for p̂(y) is

2p̂ 2 k p̂ 5 0, (2.5)
y y* * ** *

where

5 (1 2 e) 1 (1 2 e) .2 2 2k k m* * * (2.6)

The boundary conditions are

ev̂ p̂ 1 k p̂ 5 0 at y 5 61/2, (2.7)y* * * * * *

with the nondimensional intrinsic frequency defined by

5 v* 2 k*y*.v̂* (2.8)

The SG eigenvalue problem (2.5) with (2.6), (2.7) is
mathematically analogous to the classic Eady (1949)
problem of baroclinic instability, generalized to sloping
boundaries. The eigenvalues of (2.5) with (2.6), (2.7)
are given by

v 1 ek ek* * *5 6 2 coth[k /2] 2 tanh[k /2] ,1 * 21 * 2!k ek 2 2* *
(2.9)

which are either pure real or pure imaginary. Graphical
solution (Fig. 1) shows (a) that, for all e with 0 , e ,
1, (2.9) predicts instability for some window of k* val-
ues and hence for all values of the ratio k*/m*, and (b)
that when e is fixed (with 0 , e , 1) and k*, m* varied,
growth rates maximize for |k*/m*| → `.

Figure 1 also shows that for small e the unstable
window is narrow and weak, in fact, exponentially nar-
row and weak, in the limit e → 0. Figure 2a shows a
numerical example, for e 5 0.2 (see caption for details).
The instability window has width Dk 5 0.0002L21 and
maximum nondimensional growth rate ;5 3 1025.
When f 5 1024 s21 so that L/U 5 (e f )21 5 5 3 104

s, the dimensional e-folding time associated with this
growth rate ;109 s ; 30 years.

A corresponding instability can be found in the Bous-
sinesq Euler (nonhydrostatic) equations. As outlined in
the appendix, the eigenvalue problem for the same basic
flow can be shown to be
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FIG. 2. Complex eigenvalue spectrum v
*

against k
*

for (a) SG
eigenvalue problem (2.5) with (2.6), (2.7), solved analytically; (b)
approximate Euler eigenvalue problem (2.5) with (2.12), (2.7), also
solved analytically; (c) exact Euler eigenvalue problem (2.10) with
(2.11), (2.7), solved numerically for 1000 values of k

*
. Solid lines:

v
*i. Dashed lines: v

*r. The positive branch of values of v
*i and v

*r

was obtained by initializing the shooting code with positive values
of v

*i and v
*r, and the negative branch obtained by initializing with

negative values. In the figure, the ratio k
*

/m
*

5 0.1 and e 5 0.2.
Note that k

*
ù 10, and exp{2k

*
} ; 1024.

p̂ 1 Ap̂ 1 Bp̂ 5 0, (2.10)y y y* * ** * *

where

22e k v̂* *A 5 2 ,
2 21 2 e 2 e v̂*
2 2 2 21 1 e 2 e v̂ 1 2 e 2 e v̂

2 2* *B 5 2 k 2 m .
2 2 2 2 2* *1 2 e 2 e v̂ 1 2 e ( f /N ) v̂* *

(2.11)

From (A.9)–(A.10), it can be seen that the boundary
condition (2.7) remains unchanged. This eigenvalue
problem is close to the SG eigenvalue problem when

and terms can be neglected. Then2 2 2O(e |v̂ |) O(e |v̂ | )* *
(2.10) reduces to the form (2.5) with (2.6) replaced by

5 (1 1 2e) 1 (1 2 e)2 2 2k k m* * * (2.12)

and with the same boundary condition (2.7). The ei-
genvalue expression (2.9) now holds with k* defined
by (2.12) instead of (2.6). The only difference between
(2.6) and (2.12) lies in the factor multiplying . For2k*
|k*/m*| K 1 (that is, |k/m| K f /N) this represents only
an O[e(k*/m*)2] discrepancy between the two eigen-
value problems.

Figure 2b shows the complex eigenvalue spectrum
for the approximate Euler problem, (2.5) with (2.12),
(2.7), and the same parameter values as before. Figure
2c shows the spectrum for the exact Euler problem,
(2.10) with (2.11), (2.7). The exact Euler problem was
solved numerically using the shooting algorithm of
Press et al. (1992). The results illustrate that the SG and
the approximate and exact Euler solutions all agree
closely when e is small and |k*/m*| K 1.

On the other hand, in the limit in which |k*/m*| →
` for fixed e, in which limit the SG solution’s growth
rate is maximized, the Euler and the SG solutions dis-
agree qualitatively. For both the Euler and the SG so-
lutions in this limit, the disturbance quantities become
independent of z, and the horizontal disturbance velocity
(u9, y9) becomes nondivergent. For the Euler solution,
the horizontal disturbance velocity also becomes irro-
tational, implying that a disturbance streamfunction c9
may be defined with (u9, y9) 5 (2 , ) and 1c9 c9 c9y x xx

5 0. This may be checked by substitution intoc9yy

]x(A.10)–]y(A.9) and use of D̃ 5 2iv 1 ikũ ± 0. By
the no-normal-flow boundary condition, c9 is constant
on each boundary for every z. Since c9 is harmonic and
proportional to exp(ik*x*) with k* nonzero, it follows
that the horizontal disturbance velocity vanishes. There-
fore, for the Euler solution, the disturbance pressure
vanishes [by (A.9) since, again, k* ± 0 and hence ]x

± 0]. Equations (A.11) and (A.5) still permit nonhy-
drostatic, purely vertical buoyancy oscillations with fre-
quency N in this limit, but because the disturbance pres-
sure is zero the oscillations are uncoupled horizontally.
By contrast, for the SG solution in this same limit |k*/
m*| → `, the disturbance pressure does not vanish. The
reasons for this contrast are examined in the next sec-
tion.

3. Mirage and other boundary-trapped waves

Consider a stratified resting fluid bounded to one side
by a flat wall tilted into the yz plane. Rhines (1970) has
discussed the topographic neutral-wave solutions of the
Euler equations in this geometry. We here compare
Rhines’ Euler solutions with the corresponding SG so-
lutions, in the spirit of Allen et al.’s (1990) comparison
of coastal Kelvin waves in the shallow-water equations
with and without the SG approximations. We also, for
completeness, consider the corresponding solutions of
the Euler equations with the hydrostatic approximation.

We follow the conventions of Rhines (1970), who
uses tilted coordinates (x1, x2, x3) and corresponding
velocities (u1, u2, u3) such that the bounding wall is at
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FIG. 3. Definition of titled coordinates, after Rhines (1970).
The fluid occupies x3 . 0.

x3 5 0, and the x1 and x2 axes are rotated through an
angle f from the alongslope and upslope directions (see
Fig. 3). All quantities are here understood to be dimen-
sional. The corresponding linearized equations are given
in the appendix.

We seek solutions of the form

exp{2kx3} exp{(ik3x3 1 ik2x2 2 ivt)}, (3.1)

which, when k . 0, represent boundary-trapped waves
propagating in the 6x2 direction on the slope, and where
it is now convenient to keep v . 0 and to allow k2,
assumed nonzero, to have either sign. This leads to

v
5 S|sina sinf | (3.2)

f
2 2k S(1 2 sin a sin f) sgn(sina sinf)

5 (3.3)
2 2 2 2k cos a 1 S sin a cos f2

2k (S 2 1) sina cosa cosf3 5 , (3.4)
2 2 2 2k cos a 1 S sin a cos f2

where for the Euler equations1

S 5 N/ f , (3.5)

for the hydrostatic Euler equations (HE)

N/ f
S 5 , (3.6)

2 2Ï1 2 sin a sin f

and for the SG equations

N/ f
S 5 . (3.7)

2 2 2Ï1 1 [(N/ f ) 2 1]sin a sin f

The waves always propagate in one direction only: to-
ward the left as one looks up the slope (Rhines 1970).

We wish to determine the accuracy of the HE and SG
solutions relative to the Euler solution. Inspection of
(3.6) and (3.7) suggests that natural small parameters
upon which to base series expansions are sin2a sin2f
for the HE solution and (N/ f )2 sin2a sin2f for the SG
solution. Assuming N/ f k 1, we find that

1 Note the sign error in Eq. (1.8) of Rhines (1970), as compared
with (3.4) with (3.5) here.

vHE 2 25 1 1 O(sin a sin f),
vEuler

vSG 2 2 25 1 1 O((N/ f ) sin a sin f), (3.8)
vEuler

kHE 2 25 1 1 O(sin a sin f),
kEuler

kSG 2 2 25 1 1 O((N/ f ) sin a sin f), (3.9)
kEuler

k3HE 2 25 1 1 O(sin a sin f),
k3Euler

k3SG 2 2 25 1 1 O((N/ f ) sin a sin f). (3.10)
k3Euler

The SG and the HE solutions break down as the slope
of the particle trajectories, given approximately by sina
sinf [and exactly by sina sinf (1 2 sin2a sin2f )21/2],
becomes too large. In order for the solutions to be ac-
curate, the trajectory slope has to be much smaller than
unity for the HE equations and much smaller than f /N
for the SG equations.

Returning to the geometry and dimensional notation
of section 2, consider the limiting case of a vertical wall
with a 5 1p/2 and therefore, from (A.12), (x1, x2, x3)
5 (x cosf 1 z sinf, 2 x sinf 1 z cosf, 2 y). This
corresponds to a version of Fig. 3 in which the wall is
raised to the vertical, y now points into the wall and out
of the fluid (as with the channel wall at y 5 L/2 in
section 2), and x points horizontally to the right and z
vertically up the wall. Thus, (3.1) becomes

exp{ky} exp{2ik3y 1 ik2(2x sinf 1 z cosf )
2 ivt}. (3.11)

We see that the x-wavenumber k 5 2k2 sinf, the z-
wavenumber m 5 k2 cosf, and 5 k2 1 m2. Equations2k2

(3.2)–(3.4) with (3.5) reduce to

2 2f Ïk 1 m sgn(k)N|k|
v 5 , k 5 2 ,Euler Euler

2 2 NÏk 1 m

k 5 0. (3.12)3Euler

We require k . 0, and hence k , 0, for the disturbance
to vanish in the limit y → 2`, that is, far from the wall.
With k , 0, the expressions in (3.12) correspond to
coastal Kelvin waves propagating in the 2x direction,
which for |k/m| K 1 become nondispersive, with trap-
ping scale normal to the wall N/( f |m|), and well ap-
proximated by HE. The same waves are well approxi-
mated by SG only when |k/m| K f /N. The waves are
then ‘‘semigeostrophic’’ in the literal sense of being
geostrophically balanced in the direction away from the
wall while maintaining unbalanced (gravity wave) mo-
tion along the wall. For |k/m| K f /N, the trapping scale
normal to the wall is much smaller than the wavelength
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along the wall. These are the same anisotropic condi-
tions that make the SG equations appropriate for the
analysis of frontal dynamics (Hoskins and Bretherton
1972; Hoskins 1975).

With a still p/2 so that the wall is still vertical, con-
sider now the case f → p/2, implying k → 2k2 and
m → 0. This corresponds to the limit in which |k*/m*|
→ ` (that is, |k/m| → `), discussed at the end of section
2, in which the Euler and the SG solutions disagreed
qualitatively. All disturbance quantities again become
independent of z, and for the Euler equations the ar-
gument showing the vanishing of the horizontal (xy)
disturbance velocity field (u9, y9) and the disturbance
pressure field p9 still applies. [Alternatively, any solu-
tion of the form (3.11) and with y9 5 0 at the wall must
have y9 5 0 everywhere; then ]xu9 5 iku9 5 0, by
(A.14) with ]z 5 0, implying that u9 5 0, because k ±
0, and thence, through (A.13), that p9 5 0.] So all the
disturbance fields except w9 and r9 vanish, and as in
section 2 we again have nonhydrostatic, purely vertical
buoyancy oscillations with frequency v 5 N, uncoupled
horizontally.

The corresponding SG solution, in this limiting case,
is again qualitatively different from the Euler solution,
and more evidently unphysical than the SG solution
discussed at the end of section 2. Like the Euler solution,
the SG solution has vanishing horizontal velocity (u9,
y9). But in contrast with the Euler solution, the SG
solution has a nonzero disturbance pressure p9 }
exp{ky} exp{ikx 2 ivt}, with k 5 2k . 0. The SG
solution is therefore still a boundary-trapped wave in
this limit, with decay scale |k|21. This boundary-trapped
wave is the ‘‘mirage wave.’’

The vanishing of the (u9, y9) field, despite the non-
vanishing of the p9 field, can be regarded as the result
of an exact cancellation between the geostrophic and
ageostrophic velocities. It is easy to check that these
fields do indeed satisfy the SG equations (A.1)–(A.6).
The frequency of the mirage wave is v 5 f, as can be
seen at once from (3.2) with the limiting form of (3.7),
S 5 1. Therefore, in (A.1)–(A.2), D̃ 5 ] t 5 2if, and
from the form of p9 we have also 5 2 so thatp9 ip9x y

recalling also the definitions of and , and that (u9,u9 y9g g

y9) 5 (0, 0), we see that the equations are indeed sat-
isfied. Another point of contrast with the Euler solution
is that, for the SG solution, r9 5 0, by (A.3) with ]z 5
im 5 0, and hence w9 5 0, by (A.5). Therefore, the
mirage wave has motionless particles in the presence of
a nonvanishing disturbance pressure.

For the HE, but not the SG equations, (A.14)–(A.16)
may be used to show that the same limit |k/m| → `
yields only the trivial solution with all disturbance fields
vanishing. This is quite unlike the mirage wave with its
vanishing disturbance velocity and nonvanishing dis-
turbance pressure.

4. Interpretation
The instabilities described in section 2 may be inter-

preted in terms of the coupling and phase locking of

counterpropagating pairs of boundary-trapped waves of
the kind discussed in section 3 (e.g., Lighthill 1963, pp.
92–93; Cairns 1979; Hoskins et al. 1985; Sakai 1989).
For e K 1 the coupling is exponentially weak, because
of the fact that k* ù 2/e k 1 in the instability window.
The boundary wave on one wall produces only an ex-
ponentially small disturbance on the other wall. Thus,
for the SG equations, the boundary wave on the wall
at y* 5 2½ has approximate structure p̂*(y) }
exp{2k*[y* 1 ½]} and, from (2.7) and (2.8), approx-
imate frequency

k k* *v 5 2 1 . (4.1)* 2 ek*

The other boundary wave, at y* 5 ½, has approximate
structure p̂*(y) } exp{k*[y* 2 ½]} and frequency

k k* *v 5 2 . (4.2)* 2 ek*

The two frequencies match when k* 5 2/e, consistent
with the location of the instability window. Since the
boundary waves always propagate with the wall on their
right (section 3), this explains why instability can occur
only for an anticyclonic shear flow. For |k*/m*| K 1 (that
is, |k/m| K f/N), the resulting instability is the coupled
Kelvin-wave instability. For |k*/m*| → `, the resulting
instability, in the SG case, is the ‘‘mirage-wave instabil-
ity.’’

In terms of the wave-activity conservation relations
used in Kushner and Shepherd (1995a,b), it may be
shown that all the SG instability modes have zero pseu-
domomentum and zero pseudoenergy, essentially be-
cause the two boundary waves have opposite signed
pseudomomenta. These, of course, are only necessary
(Arnol’d-type) and not sufficient conditions for insta-
bility.
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APPENDIX

Dynamical Equations

a. Equations for stability analysis

For the basic flow described in section 2, the linear-
ized hydrostatic Boussinesq equations under the geo-
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strophic momentum approximation (Hoskins 1975)—
also known as the semigeostrophic equations—are

1 ]p9
D̃u9 2 ( f 2 ũ )y9 5 2 , (A.1)g y r ]x0

1 ]p9
D̃y9 1 fu9 5 2 , (A.2)g r ]y0

]p9
5 2r gr9, (A.3)0]z

]u9 ]y9 ]w9
1 1 5 0, (A.4)

]x ]y ]z
2N

D̃r9 2 w9 5 0. (A.5)
g

Primes indicate disturbance quantities, z is the geometric
height, u9 5 (u9, y9, w9) is the disturbance velocity, p9
is the disturbance pressure, the density

r 5 r0 1 r1(z) 1 r0r9(x, y, z, t), (A.6)

where r0 is a constant, (ug9, yg9) 5 (r0f)21(2p9y, p9x) is
the disturbance geostrophic velocity, the static stability

g ]r12N 5 2 , (A.7)
r ]z0

here taken to be constant, and

] ]
D̃ 5 1 ũ . (A.8)

]t ]x

The linearized Boussinesq Euler equations are

1 ]p9
D̃u9 2 ( f 2 ũ )y9 5 2 , (A.9)y r ]x0

1 ]p9
D̃y9 1 fu9 5 2 , (A.10)

r ]y0

1 ]p9
D̃w9 5 2 2 gr9, (A.11)

r ]z0

and (A.4)–(A.8). Equation (2.10) is derived by taking
the horizontal curl of (A.9)–(A.10), the three-dimen-
sional divergence of (A.9)–(A.11), ]x(A.9)–]y(A.10),
and ]x(A.10)1]y(A.9), and then cross-substituting the
resulting expressions.

b. Equations for neutral-wave analysis

The coordinate rotation for the geometry described
in section 3 is

x cosf sinf cosa sinf sina x     1
    
x 5 2sinf cosf cosa cosf sina y .     2    
x 0 2sina cosa z     3

(A.12)

The linearized Euler equations for the resting basic state
are

1
] u9 1 f ẑ 3 u9 5 2 =p9 2 gr9ẑ, (A.13)t r0

= ·u9 5 0, (A.14)
2N

] r9 2 u9 · ẑ 5 0, (A.15)t g

where = 5 ( ) and u9 5 (u1, u2, u3). In the] , ] , ]x x x1 2 3

hydrostatic approximation, the momentum equation
(A.13) is replaced by

1
] (u9 2 u9 · ẑẑ) 1 f ẑ 3 u9 5 2 =p9 2 gr9ẑ, (A.16)t r0

and (A.14)–(A.15) remain unchanged. In the semigeos-
trophic approximation, (A.13) is replaced by

] =p9 1
ẑ 3 1 f u9 5 2 =p9 2 gr9ẑ, (A.17)1 2]t r f r0 0

and (A.14)–(A.15) remain unchanged.
For solutions of the form (3.1), the boundary condition

that u93, the component of velocity normal to the wall,
must vanish at the wall implies that u93 must vanish in
the interior as well. Since 5 0 for these solutions,]x1

(A.14) with u93 5 0 implies that 5 0. We here] u9x 22

examine solutions for which u92 5 0. [See Rhines (1970)
for comments on solutions with 5 0 and u92 ± 0.]] u9x 22
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